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Snubnosed revolver
A snubnosed revolver (colloquially known as a snubbie, belly gun or bulldog revolver) is any small, medium or
large frame revolver with a short barrel, generally 3 inches or less in length. Smaller revolvers are often made
with "bobbed" or "shrouded" hammers, and there are even "hammerless" models, all allowing the gun to be
drawn quickly with little risk of it snagging on clothing.

Modern Handguns
Price: $495.00 Description: Serial #68690, 7.65mm (.32 ACP), 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that has
some freckling within the grooves.This is a nice little pistol that retains 85-90% of the original blue finish with
si...

Only Known Pair of Consecutive Colt Baby Dragoons ...
Colt Model 1848 "Baby Dragoons" are RARE. They were manufactured between 1847 through 1850. All were
.31 caliber 5 shot and were available in 3", 4", 5" and 6" octagonal barrel lengths.

Gun Review: SCCY CPX
SCCY CPX-2 Gun Review. The largest growth segment in the already firearms market is in concealed carry
handguns and sub-compacts.A carry pistol is frequently the number one purchase for new gun owners: a
handgun that can be used for home defense as well as concealed carry. And while buying a good gun is
foremost in their minds, plenty of buyers with price constraints are happy to go with a ...

The Husqvarna M 40 Pistol – Forgotten Weapons
Today we have a guest post by Peter Rasmussen on some of the history of the Husqvarna M40 pistol, also
commonly called the Lahti. We will cover the mechanical aspects of the pistol in a later post, but this
information from Peter is an excellent overview of the different markings found on different batches of the
pistols.

GIVEAWAYS | Gunwinner
Win free guns! GunWinner.com shares user submitted deals on guns, ammo, optics, knives and gear. Enter our
giveaways to win free guns and cool gear!

Quick Buyer's Guide to Imported AK Market
helpful links. Our Favorite Survival Sites. We have compiled a list of Top Survival Websites, Homestead
Websites, and Resources for you to review (And it is free).

Ask Jeff

At the request of readers who have noted that the Ask Jeff page has become very slow to load due to the number
of questions on it, we have archived our older Q&A.

Articles within AccurateShooter.com
Best site for precision rifle accuracy and accurate shooting for Benchrest, F-Class, Tactical, Varmint, High
Power precision Shooting. Precision Reloading and Rifle accuracy. Gun Blog and gear reviews and
AccurateShooter Forum and Gun Classifieds. We have articles on reloading, hand-loading, ballistics, benchrest,
F-class, gunsmiths, and varmint hunting.

walther ppk for sale on GunsAmerica. Buy a walther ppk ...
In a field full of great striker fired polymer pistol it is very hard to stand out. Walther’s top of the line take on
this type of duty gun is the PPS, and we thought it was a fantastic gun last year when we reviewed the first
version.

